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23C59000 - Consumer research

Behavioral (economics)
perspective to consumer
research – biases and heuristics
Ilona Mikkonen DSc.

Agenda

• Questions and comments from Perusall and 3-2-1 quizz
• Behavioral (economics) perspective explained

- Two modes of thinking
- Biases in our perceptions

• Biases and heuristics
- Anchoring
- Availability
- Representativeness
- Other concepts of bounded rationality
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28.9.2021
3

Average grade 3,9

Subliminal influences

Subliminal = ?
“below the threshold of consciousness”

 Subliminal advertising communicates symbols that
convey meaning but are sent below the threshold of
normal perception

24.9.2021
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But does it work?

Karremans, Johan C., Wolfgang Stroebe, and Jasper Claus. "Beyond Vicary’s fantasies:
The impact of subliminal priming and brand choice." Journal of experimental social
psychology 42.6 (2006): 792-798.

• Half of the participants in a study were subliminally primed with Lipton Ice
("Lipton Ice" was repeatedly flashed on a computer screen for 24
milliseconds),

• The other half was primed with a control that did not consist of a brand.
- It was found that subliminally priming a brand name of a drink (Lipton Ice) made those who were

thirsty want the Lipton Ice.
- Those who were not thirsty however, were not influenced by the subliminal message since their

goal was not to quench their thirst

24.9.2021
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Why is it that the field is still dominated by cognitive
approaches?

Why is consumer research so dependent on these outdated
models? What is the reason that the newer models have failed
to make a larger impact in behavioural studies?

24.9.2021
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How do the journal’s language and country of origin
impact the journal ranking?

[with peer-review potentially years] isn’t it problematic that the
information or data may become outdated before publishing?

27.9.2021
7

Can you combine the behavioural and cultural perspectives in one
research project?

We also discussed that we have to decide the research
questions first and then decide [the approach and methods]. Is
there any situation where the research method could be decided
before?

How do you even know if you need to use a qualitative or a
quantitative method?

27.9.2021
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Quantitative approaches
suitable for questions that
• Seek to find out general

causalities or correlations
• Are focused on quantities or

frequencies

For example:
If we alter X, how much will Y
change?
How many % of X think Y?
How often do X do Y?

Qualitative approaches are
interested in meanings,
processes and features –
questions are typically what or
how

For example:
How does X occur (within a
contextY)?
How is X experienced by Y (within a
context Z)?
What kind of meanings are attached
to X by Y (within a context Z)?

28.9.2021
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Feedback

- Perusall
- Breakout rooms

27.9.2021
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Behavioral perspective
to consumer behavior

23.9.2021
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23.9.2021
12

Academic consumer
research

Behavioral
perspective

Consumer
psychology

Attitudes and
emotions

Learning and
memory

Perceptual
processes

Behavioral
economics

Cognitive biases

Decision-making

Cultural perspective

Critical consumer
research

Power relations and
resistance

Gender and race

Surveillance

Consumer identity-
projects

Communities and
social aspects
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Traditional perspective to economics and
consumer decision-making – what are

the main assumptions?

23.9.2021
13

Assumptions of the traditional perspective

• Consumers have all necessary information
• With this information, consumers are able to make rational

decisions, and choose the optimal alternative (optional =
maximized (economic/monetary) utility)

 Consumers always have clear criteria, and alternatives (for example,
products) are easy to compare

 Consumption choices are based solely on (own) utility maximization
 Consumers never consume too much or too little for their own good

23.9.2021
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The myth of homo economus –
the economic man

23.9.2021
15

9/23/2021
Laitoksen nimi

16

John thinks his
current TV is old-
fashioed

John visits online
stores and
discussion groups
to search for
information

John now has
criteria with which
to evaluate
alternatives

John buys one of
the alternatives

John is satisfied
with his choice
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But are we always
(if ever) rational
decision makers,
driven by self-
interest and
constantly trying to
optimize?

23.9.2021
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Two cognitive systems

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
• ”Gut-reaction”

• Uncontrolled
• Effortless
• Fast
• Unconscious
• Skilled

• ”The lizard brain”

REFLECTIVE SYSTEM
• Conscious thought

• Controlled
• Effortful
• Slow
• Self-aware
• Rule-following

23.9.2021
21

This one is in control
most of the time –why is

that?

Two cognitive systems

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM
• Does not involve what we usually

associate with the word ”thinking”
• The automatic system in use:

• Ducking when a ball is thrown at you
unexpectedly

• Smiling when you see a cute puppy
• Getting scared when your airplane

hits turbulence
• Getting an idea for you bachelor’s

thesis topic our of the blue

REFLECTIVE SYSTEM
• Deliberate and self-conscious
• Involves “thinking”
• Your conscious thought
• The reflective system in use:

• Trying to calculate 411x37 in your
head

• Deciding which route to travel to
home

• Writing your bachelor’s thesis

23.9.2021
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Our perception is distorted.

23.9.2021
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What does this have to do with
consumer decision making?

23.9.202124
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Instead of logical and rational
We use different rules of thumbs, or heuristics

Anchoring or focalism is a
cognitive bias for an individual
to rely too heavily on an initial
piece of information offered
(known as the "anchor") when
making decisions

Availability heuristic is the
tendency to overestimate the
likelihood of events with greater
"availability" in memory, which can
be influenced by how recent the
memories are or how unusual or
emotionally charged they may be.

Representativeness is the
tendency to estimate the
likelihood of an event by
comparing it to an existing
schema that already exists in
our minds.

Why is everything relative?
Anchoring

23.9.2021
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“Most people don't know what they
want unless they see it in context”

“Humans rarely choose things in absolute terms. We don't
have an internal value meter that tells us how much things
are worth. Rather, we focus on the relative advantage of one
thing over another, and estimate value accordingly.”

- We don’t know what kind of speaker system we like
—until we hear a set of speakers that sounds better than the
previous one

- We don’t know what kind of house we should live in
—until we see a photo in social media of a perfect house our friend
lives in

23.9.2021
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23.9.2021
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These circles are the same size
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Anchoring and pricing
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How do you imprint an anchor,
or create ”arbitrary
coherence”?

23.9.2021
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Arbitrary coherence
• Assael pearl prices were initially

"arbitrary”  new product, no
natural price point

• Tiffany’s sold them at a hefty
price  creates for us the
idea, that these pearls are
expensive

• Once these prices were
established in our minds they
shape present prices and future
prices

23.9.2021
33

We have an image of the acceptable price range for different
categories 
”expensive” is very relative

A $7 specialty coffee is fine..

…but $0.99 for an app is hefty.
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23.9.2021
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It works also for brands

Are we just being played?

23.9.2021
36

“In the real world, anchoring
comes from manufacturer's
suggested retail prices
(MSRPs), advertised prices,
promotions, product
introductions, etc.—all of
which are
supply-side variables.”
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Price leadership and anchoring

“Price leadership is when a
firm that is the leader in its
sector determines the price of
goods or services. This
approach can leave the
leader’s rivals with little choice
but to follow its lead and
match these prices if they are
to hold onto their market
share.”

23.9.202137

Which subscription option would you choose?

23.9.2021
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How about now?

23.9.2021
39

9/23/2021
40

16%

0%

84%

68%

32%

It must be a
deal!
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9/23/2021
41

16%

0%

84%

68%

32%

16 x $59 = $944
84 x $125 = $10 500

= $11 444

68 x $59 = $4012
32 x $125 = $4000

= $8012

23.9.2021
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Mental shortcut
Availability

23.9.2021
43

Availability heuristic

During decision-making people
give preference to information
and events that are more recent,
that were observed personally or
were more memorable. This is
because memorable events tend
to be more magnified and are
likely to cause an emotional
reaction.

23.9.2021
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Availability and salience
Which of the following are you the more scared of?

23.9.2021
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Why do anhoring and
availability biases matter…?

They predispose us to think in a certain way,
and sometimes that might lead to problems

23.9.2021
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What’s the
obvious

counterargument
here?

We’ll spend money on the
wrong things..

Correlation between
dating and happiness (in
Nudge)

23.9.2021
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a) How happy are you?
b) How often are you dating?

a) How often are you dating?
b) How happy are you?

.. or we get distorted answers in our questionnaires:

No correlation
between
dating and
happiness

Correlation
between
dating and
happiness
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Bob is an opera fan who enjoys touring art museums when on
holiday. Growing up, he enjoyed playing chess with family members
and friends. Which situation is more likely?

A. Bob is a farmer
B. Bob plays trumpet for a symphony orchestra

23.9.2021
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We think what we already know

Representativeness

23.9.2021
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Represententaviness heuristics

“The representativeness
heuristic involves estimating
the likelihood of an event by
comparing it to an existing
[stereotype] that already exists
in our minds. This prototype is
what we think is the most
relevant or typical example of a
particular event or object.”

23.9.2021
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Represententaviness heuristics

“The representativeness
heuristic involves estimating
the likelihood of an event by
comparing it to an existing
[stereotype] that already exists
in our minds. This prototype is
what we think is the most
relevant or typical example of a
particular event or object.”

23.9.2021
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Can cause false conclusions and lead
to biases...

23.9.2021
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She is assuming
her friend is a
representative

case (most likely
they are not).
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23.9.2021
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Who graduated from Harvard?

Can you think of any consumer
behavior related examples?

23.9.2021
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• In retail setting the words “low
fat” or “reduced sugar” are
taken as sign of healthiness

• A store brand is seen as better
quality if it’s packaging
resembles that of a leading
brand

23.9.2021
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Other concepts of bounded rationality

23.9.2021
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Optimism and Overconfidence

90% of all drivers think they
are above average behind the
wheel. And nearly everyone
(including some who are
rarely seen smiling) thinks he
has an above-average sense
of humor.

23.9.2021
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Gains and losses

“People hate losses (and their
Automatic Systems can get pretty
emotional about them). Roughly
speaking, losing something makes
you twice as miserable as gaining
the same thing makes you happy.
In more technical language, people
are “loss averse.””
(Predictably Irrational)

23.9.2021
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Heads you win $X, tails
you lose$100. How much
does X have to be for you
to take the bet?

Status quo bias

People have the tendency to stick with
their current situation.
 Most students are always sitting on
the same seats in class
This bias can easily be exploited by
marketers
“free” month subscriptions
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Default mode

The combination of loss
aversion with mindless
choosing implies that if an
option is designated as the
“default,” it will attract a large
market share.

23.9.2021
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Questions, comments, grievances?
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